FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What time does the performance start?
The performance commences at 6:30pm. The house opens half an hour prior to performance.
What time will the performance finish?
Show will finish at approximately 9.45pm. (Times will vary from year to year)
Where do I park?
On street parking on Gregory St.
Which gate at Queens Gardens do I enter for the performance?
The entry gate is the Upper Gregory St entrance. There will be signs to help you with this. All other gates will be
locked so this will be the only exit at interval and at the conclusion of the performance.
Can I bring my own food and drinks?
Yes. Patrons can bring their own food and drinks (excluding alcohol). A picnic area is provided for patrons to use
during interval.
Can I bring my own alcohol?
No. Local Laws state that no alcohol is to be brought into public parks for consumption there. As an approved event
in the park after hours we are allowed to sell alcohol in the location for consumption at the event. This must be
strictly adhered to and we will confiscate any alcohol brought in.
What is the Dinner/Show Package?
You can pre-book a Dinner/Show package which includes main course, dessert, wine and performance at an
additional cost of $33.00 per person. The seats are reserved at dinner tables closest to the stage in groups of six. See
the booking link for more information.
Is there other food for sale?
Yes. There is a fully licensed cash only bar on site offering beer, wine, softdrink, water, lollies, packets of chips and
chocolates. A limited number of hot pies are available at interval.
What time is interval and how long is it?
Interval begins at approximately 8pm and finishes at approximately 8.20pm. (Times will vary from year to year)
What do I do with my picnic basket during the show?
There is a designated area for your picnic hamper/food behind the bar.
Can I exchange my tickets for another performance during the season?
Yes. However, you must arrange for the exchange prior to the scheduled performance date purchased and will be
subject to availability. If you fail to attend the performance as booked we cannot reimburse or reissue your ticket for
an alternative date.
What happens if it rains?
If a performance is cancelled in advance due to rain we will attempt to notify and reissue all tickets for another
performance during the season subject to availability. If this is not possible we will arrange a full refund or credit.
If the show is interrupted and officially cancelled due to weather or circumstances beyond our control, we will
attempt to reissue tickets for another performance during the season. If this is not possible due to availability, we
will arrange a credit note with TheatreiNQ valid for 12 months.
Are there toilets?
Yes, portable toilets are provided.
Can I buy a programme?
Yes, programmes will be on sale at front of house and at the bar.
What do I need to bring?
As an outdoor performance mosquito repellent is recommended. While it is hard to predict the weather it can
become quite cool in the evening outdoors in September.

